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ABSTRACT 
For a long period, many people are focusing on the novels and dramas of Lao 
She while paying little attention to the study of his popular literature and works, 
which could be a pity, because every work of a writer can show his or her inner world 
and the historic styles . The paper comprehensively tries to analyze and judge the 
popular literature and works of Lao She so as to further understand his thoughts and 
works ,and appreciate the historic features and literature characteristics of  those two 
particular periods he lived in. 
The paper consists of four chapters. The preface shows the correlative study and 
research of the writer, on which the study field and direction of the paper is based. In 
chapter one, putting the light literature of Lao She into the particular literary condition, 
paper discusses the cause of Lao She’s twice turnings to the creation of popular 
literature. In chapter two, the theories of popular literature, which dispersed in all his 
works, are summarized completely. The conception, character, language and way of 
creation in popular literary are explored in his practice with personal traits. In chapter 
three, analyzing the features of Lao She’s popular literature creation, draw a 
conclusion of the style, content and character of artistic practice after intensively 
reading. In chapter four, the paper discusses the reason of the incompletion in Lao 
She’s works, basing on his culture background, the influence of politicalization in the 
general public and the paradox of propaganda and arts. 
After comprehensive survey of Lao She’s theories of popular literature and 
literature creation, we can find out that all these theories and creation formed with the 
particular culture background and language situation. With different themes, Lao 
She’s works appear brilliant characters by using old bottles for new wine. The works, 
considering political and nongovernmental problems, show us the particular literature 
ages, reconsider that the essence of true popular classics should be free, compatible 
with life and art. 
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